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Introduction

This  book  is  for  Guitar  101  students  at  Optimum  Guitar
Lessons.  Keep this book as a reference.  The audio files can
be downloaded at www.  AbiUniversal.com   

http://www.AbiUniversal.com/
http://www.AbiUniversal.com/


A Very Brief History of the Guitar
The guitar you hold in your hands represents over  4,500 years of

stringed instrument evolution.  The guitar is and has been for a long time,
the single most popular stringed instrument in the world.
     The  exact  origin  of  the  guitar  is  still  being
researched  and  debated.   Artifacts  dating  back  to
1900 BC  show  stringed  “guitar  like”  instruments
being  used  for  ceremonies  and  entertainment.
Ancient paintings of guitar like stringed instruments
have been found in the Middle East, Europe and Asia.

Egyptian Stringed
Instrument, 1900BC

Ancient Hittite ,
1400BC

     Stone carvings of Hittite Bards dating over  3,300
years old, show them playing long stringed “guitar like”
instruments.   Around 1200 A.D, two types of guitars
existed: The Moorish guitar and the Latin guitar.  The
Moorish  guitar  or  "guitarra  morisca"  had  multiple
sound-holes and a wide fingerboard with the back of
the neck rounded. The Latin guitar  or "guitarra Latina"
had only one sound hole with a thin neck.  The Latin
guitar  from  1200  AD is  the  closest  relative  to  the
modern classical guitar.  

      A Luthier is someone who builds, repairs
and  designs  guitars  and  other  stringed
instruments.   Around  1890,  Guitarist  and
Luthier Antonio Torres Jurado created two
new guitar designs.  Antonio's new guitars
had greater bass response and volume due
to  his  new  designs.  These  new  designs
paved  the  way  for  the  guitar  to  become
what it  is  today,   a  solo instrument and a
band  instrument  that  is  used  for  more
genres of music than any other instrument.

Ancient Egyptians used Stringed
instruments like guitar
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A Very Brief History of Guitar (Continued)

Antonio Torres
Jurado  1817 – 1892

   40 years after Antonio's new guitar designs, the
guitar became the most popular stringed instrument
in the world.  Out of that popularity came innovation
that  led  to  the  3 basic  types  of  guitar:  Acoustic,
Classical, and Electric. 
      Throughout history, humankind used music as a
means  of  entertainment,  teaching,  preparing  for
battle, religious ceremonies, hunting, gathering and
other important cultural and Human experiences.  

Our  own National  Anthem is  used to  give  people  a  sense of  Country,
National  and  Civil  Pride.   Native  Americans  used  music  in  all  of  their
cultural  ceremonial  traditions.   Music  was  also  used  by  these  early
Americans to provoke much needed rain, bring good luck and fear to their
enemies.  If you study Ethno-Musicology (the study of music and cultures),
you  will  discover  that  music  is  the  reflection  of  our  cultures,  and
historically has been an inherent part of the Human Experience. 

What does this mean to you, the student of guitar?

     You may never become a rock-star or professional musician, but you
have the  opportunity  to  learn  the  skill  of  music;  a  skill  that  has  been
around since the beginning of civilization itself.   Scientific studies have
proved that playing a musical instrument can raise a persons IQ, as well as
stimulate parts of  the brain relating to mathematics,  logic and reason.
Practicing a  musical  instrument can teach discipline,  relieve stress  and
ultimately  be very  enjoyable.   The guitar  is  now a  world-wide popular
instrument,  played by people from many cultural  backgrounds.   A fast
growing community of guitar players online now share information and
techniques with each other using forums, blogs and other guitar related
websites.  As a student of guitar, you should take advantage of all the
resources available for guitarists online.  You will discover that the world
of guitar is vast, welcome to it!
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The Three Main Types of Modern Guitars

The Acoustic Guitar

The Steel String Acoustic Guitar was developed in the United States
and manufactured by companies such as Gibson and Martin.  

Parts of the Acoustic Guitar 

Tuning Peg – Turn the Pegs to lower or raise the pitch of the string(s). 

Fretboard – The area that holds the guitar frets.  Where you place your 
fingers on the strings to play notes. 

Fret – The thin metal bar embedded in the fingerboard of the guitar, also 
refers to the space between the bars.

Nut – Stops the strings from vibrating beyond the neck.

Guitar Body – Includes the sound hole, pick guard and bridge.

Sound Hole – Amplifies the string vibration, making the guitar louder.
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The Electric Guitar

Adolph  Rickenbacker invented  the  first  fully  functional  and
marketable electric guitar.  His company, The Rickenbacker International
Corporation was founded in 1931.  Adolph Rickenbacker and many other
guitarists had been researching the electric guitar since the  1920's.   In
1941, Les Paul invented the first Solid Body Electric Guitar.  The solid body
guitar is credited as creating the sound of Rock and Roll.   

The electric guitar uses Magnetic Pickups that convert the energy
from the vibration of the guitar strings into an electronic signal that can
be amplified.  Since the signal is electronic, it can be modified by guitar
amplifiers,  effects  pedals  and  analogue  or  digital  processors.   Many
electric guitars come equipped with a Tremolo or “Whammy-Bar” system
that allows the guitarist to temporarily change the tension of the guitar
strings creating various vibrato effects.  
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The Electric Guitar (Continued)

There are basically two types of electric guitar design shapes:  The
Les  Paul  and  the  Fender  Stratocaster.   Several  important  differences
include a “Set neck” (Les Paul) and a “Bolt-On neck” (Stratocaster).     A
Set  Neck  is  where  the  neck  is  fitted  very  tightly  inside  the  body  held
securely with an adhesive glue.  The Bolt-On neck uses screws (4 screws
usually) to attach the neck firmly to the guitar body.  It is still  debated
today  which  design  is  better,  mostly  over  which  guitar  has  better
“Sustain”  (the  length  of  time  a  note  is  audible  while  holding  it).   I
recommend learning how to play guitar first, then play different designs,
brands and models.  This is a great way to learn and explore the world of
guitar. 

The Classical Guitar (Nylon String)

As  stated  earlier,  Antonio  Torres  Jurado developed  two  guitar
designs that became the basis for  Modern Classical Guitars.   Because of
this  fact,  Classical  Guitars  are  sometimes  referred  to  as  “Spanish
Guitars”.
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Concepts and Proper Playing Techniques

Pitch – The highness or lowness of a sound or note. 

A Musical Note - A musical note is a pitch that can be played on a musical
instrument.  

Beat – A unit of measurement of rhythmic pulse of music.  The beat is
counted.  For example:      “1  2  3  4”

Tempo - the speed and time of the beat, the speed and time of music. 

String Numbers (String Numeration) – The Guitar strings are numbered
1  to  6.   String #6 is the thickest and lowest pitch and String  #1 is the
thinnest string.

The Fret – The metal bar that is raised above the fingerboard.

Fret Numbers – Each fret is numbered, the first fret is called Fret 1, and
the second fret is called  Fret 2, etc.  Fret 1 is the fret next to the  nut.
When a string is  played with no finger on any of its  frets,  we call  this
played “Open” or “Open String”.  

The  Fretting  Hand –  The  hand  that
touches the frets. 

The  Fingers  of  the  fretting  hand  are
numbered as Index finger 1, Middle finger
2, Ring finger 3 and the Little finger 4.  
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Concepts and Proper Playing Techniques (Continued)

     When playing  a  single  note  on the
guitar,  bend  both  finger-joints,  curving
your finger inward so your finger-tips are
touching  the  guitar  string.   This  may
seem uncomfortable at  first  but  after  a
week or two of practice it  will  begin to
feel completely natural. 

          To apply pressure on the string, place
your thumb as directly behind the the finger
as  possible.   Keep your  thumbprint  on the
back of the guitar neck.  Your thumb should
be pointing upwards.  
      Keep your wrist loose and comfortable by
sitting  up  straight  and  holding  the  guitar
properly.   Avoid  bad  habits  and  improper
techniques that cause tension on your wrist
like slouching over your guitar to see where
to put your fingers.

The  Guitar  Pick: also  known  as  the  plectrum,  is  a  tool  used  by
guitarists  for  strumming  and  picking  the  guitar  stings.   Hold  the  pick
between the thumb and the index finger with the pointed end facing the
strings.  Curl the index finger inward so the pick rests on the first knuckle
of the index finger underneath the thumb.  The other three fingers should
be curled inward comfortably.  Picks come in many sizes and shapes.
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Concepts & Proper Playing Techniques (Continued  )  

How to Hold a Guitar Pick

For Beginner guitar students, it is recommended to use a Medium
(.70  thickness)  pick.   There  are  several  different  materials  used  to
manufacture guitar picks.  Acoustic Guitar players usually prefer lighter or
thinner picks, while Electric Guitar players usually prefer heavier (thicker)
picks.  

I recommend starting with a medium standard guitar pick.  After you
have been playing for about a year, begin experimenting with other kinds
of guitar pick shapes and thickness.  I do not recommend experimenting
with different sizes and types of picks while learning beginning guitar.
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Concepts & Techniques (Continued)  

    Everyone's  hands  and  fingers  are  different,
therefore many guitarists hold their picks differently.
While trying to perfect your pick holding technique,
never forget to always play comfortably.   Your wrist
should never be bent inward or outward.  Your wrist
should  be  straight  and  relaxed  so  you  can  move  it
quickly and freely. 

Picking and Strumming 

     Strumming is playing two or more strings
at the same time with your pick.

      Picking is striking only one string at a time
with your pick.

How to Strum the Guitar

     Your  wrist  should  be  even,  loose,  relaxed and
comfortable.  The guitar pick is pointed directly at the
guitar.  If you are playing an acoustic guitar, the pick
will point towards the sound-hole. For electric guitars,
the pick will point in- between the pick-ups.  Hold the
pick  firmly  in  between  your  thumb  when  picking
and or strumming. 

     Your arm should be rested on your guitar
where  it  is  comfortable  to  move  your  elbow
slightly.  Most of your strumming will be up and
down using your wrist, with your arm following
through  the  strums.   Strumming consists  of
Downward and  Upward strums  (also  called
Strokes).  
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Concepts & Techniques (Continued)  

Sit up straight and maintain
good posture.

     Practice on a round stool if possible.
Your  leg  should  be  high  enough  to
support  the  body  of  the  guitar  and
keep  it  in  balance.   Keep  the  guitar
balanced and rest it against your chest.
Try  not  to  tilt  the  guitar  up,  keep  it
facing  forward.   An  old  phone-book
works  great  for  raising  your  leg  if
needed.

      

Reading Guitar Tablature (Tab)

Guitar tablature, also known as Tab, is a form of musical notation used
for stringed instruments.   Tablature notation for the guitar has six (6)
lines representing each guitar string.  The top line is the thinnest string
(string  number  1).   The  bottom  tab  line  is  the  thickest  string  (string
number 6). The numbers on the tab lines are Fret Numbers that you play.
Tab is read from left to right.  
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Reading Guitar Tab (Continued)

Let’s look at the following example:

Guitar Tablature Example 1A

1------Thinnest String on Top-----------------------||
2---------------------------------------------------||
3------Tab is read from left to right------------------||
4---------------------------------------------------||
5---------------------------------------------------||
6------Thickest String on Bottom--------------------||

• The strings are ordered from Low pitch (bottom of the tab) to high
pitch (top of the tab).

• All 6 strings are read from left to right simultaneously, not 
individually.

Remember A Beat is a Unit of measurement of rhythmic pulse of 
music.  The beat is counted.  For example “1  2  3  4”

Guitar Tab Example 2

• Guitar Tab Example 2 is a Tab with Measures (Also called Bars) 
are blocks that contain the same number of beats)

• Each Measure contains 4 beats.

  Measure 1     Measure 2     Measure 3     Measure 4     Measure 5
1------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
2------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
3------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
4------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
5------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
6------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------||
  1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4    1  2  3  4  
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When practicing with an audio track, you will here a 4 count at the
very beginning before the music starts playing.  This is the Count-
In, which dictates the Tempo (how fast or slow the 1 2 3 4 count
is) of the song.  This is what drummers count before a song starts
during live performance.

Guitar Tab Example 3

1-0-1-3-------|---------------|-----------------|------Thinnest---|
2-------------|-1-3-5---------|-----------------|-----------------|
3-------------|---------------|-2---------------|-----------------|
4-------------|---------------|-----------------|-----------------|
5-------------|---------------|-----------------|-----------------|
6-------------|---------------|-----------------|------Thickest---|

In example 3, the tab now shows fret numbers on the strings.  These
fret numbers are to be played from left to right.  

• The first 0  means play 1st string with no finger; this is also called
playing the string “open”.  

• The 1 after the 0 means play the 1st string in the first fret.  Do this by
placing your first finger in fret 1 and pluck that string from the 
top with your guitar pick.  (Do not touch the Fret Bar)

• The  3 is  telling you to play the  3rd fret of string one, use your  3rd

finger to fret the note. 
• Notice the numbers in the  2nd measure moved to string  2.  Lower

your fretting hand to that string and continue playing that string.  
• Play the 1st fret on string 2 using your 1st  finger.
• Play fret number 3 on the second string using your 3rd finger.
• The 5 means play the 5th on the second string.  Use your 4th finger. 
• In  the  3rd measure  the  numbers  moved to  string  3.   Lower your

fretting hand to that string and continue playing.  
• Play Fret 2, String 3 in the 3rd measure.
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The One Finger Per Fret Rule  

Use Finger 1 (only) to play all the notes in the first fret (on all six
strings), Finger 2 for the second fret, Finger 3 for the third fret,
and Finger 4 for the fourth fret.  While practicing the following
exercises, you must use this rule.  

      Finger 1, on Fret 1          Finger 2, on Fret 2

         Finger 3, on Fret 3          Finger 4, on Fret 4
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Guitar Tab Exercises

Exercise 1: (GTE1) Guess This Song
• Play the following tab notation slowly without the Audio.
• Listen carefully to the notes that you are playing.  
• Try and guess what song Exercise 1 is.
• Use the tips of your fingers (near your nail tip) on the fingerboard.
• Play Exercise 1 at least one time completely before attempting to

play along with the Audio Tracks.  
• When using the Audio Tracks, follow the Count-in 1 2 3 4. 
• If there is no note above a Beat in a measure, continue holding the

current note your finger is on until the Beat reaches the next note.  
(The Beat is also known as the Count)

• For example, in the 3rd measure, keep your finger on the 3rd fret note
that is played on the 3rd Beat until the Beat reaches the 4th measure,
where you play Fret 0 on String 1 (playing String one “Open”). 

• Use the One Finger Per Fret Rule.

1-0-------|-0-0-0---|---------|-0-3-3---|-0-------|-0-0-0-0-|-----0---|--------|
2---3-1-3-|---------|-3-3-3---|---------|---3-1-3-|---------|-3-3---3-|-1------|
3---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
4---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
5---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
6---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|--------|
  1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4  

Practice Tips:
1. Memorize measure 1 by playing it several times.
2. Then play the notes and memorize Measure 2.
3. Play both measures 1 and 2 and together.
4. Repeat this process for measures 3 and 4.
5. Then combine and play measures 1 through 4.  
6. Continue this process for the rest of the song.
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Guitar Tab Exercises (Continued)

Exercise 2: (GTE2) Guess This Song

• play the top line, then proceed immediately to the 2nd Tab line 
below without missing a beat (count).

1---------|-0-0-----|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
2—---3-3-|-----3---|-1-1-0-0-|---------|-3-3-1-1-|-0-0-----|-3-3-1-1-|-0-0-----|
3-0-0-----|---------|---------|-2-2-0---|---------|-----2---|---------|-----2---|
4---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
5---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
6---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
  1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4

1---------|-0-0-----|----------|----------|| 
2-----3-3-|-----3—-|-1-1-0-0--|----------||    
3-0-0-----|---------|----------|-2-2-0----||     
4---------|---------|----------|----------||  
5---------|---------|----------|----------||     
6---------|---------|----------|----------|| END OF EXERCISE 2
  1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4    1 2 3 4      
                         (Hold the 0 in the last measure over the 4th beat)

Watch Video Tracks at
www.  ABIUniversal.com  

(Video tracks will improve timing and make
practice more fun)
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Guitar Tab Exercises (Continued)

Exercise 3: (GTE3) Finger strength builder. 

• Play all 6 strings for finger strength.  
• Use the One Finger Per Fret Rule.
• It is crucial that you strengthen your fingers during the first few 

weeks of learning.
1-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-0-1-2-3-4-|
2-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-0-1-2-3-4-|-----------|
3-----------|-----------|-----------|-0-1-2-3-4-|-----------|-----------|
4-----------|-----------|-0-1-2-3-4-|-----------|-----------|-----------|
5-----------|-0-1-2-3-4-|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|
6-0-1-2-3-4-|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|

Exercise 4: (GTE4)  Yankee Doodle

• Become familiar with each note by playing each one slowly.
• Now play Yankee Doodle with the slowest Audio file.  
• Keep practicing until you get it.  Hint: Memorize where you place

your fingers.  
• In the 4th measure and the 8th measure, you only play on Beats 1

and 3.

1-------0-|---0-----|-------0--|---------|-------0-|-1-0-----|---------|---------|
2-1-1-3---|-1---3---|-1-1-3----|-1---0---|-1-1-3---|-----3-1-|-0-----0-|-1---1---|
3---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|---0-2---|---------|
4---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
5---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
6---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
  1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4    1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4   1 2 3 4 
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Common Internet Tab Symbols

Symbol Meaning

/
Slide the note or notes  downward
in  Pitch,  by  sliding  your  finger  or
fingers down the fretboard.  

\
Slide the note or notes  upward  in
Pitch,  by  sliding  your  finger  or
fingers up the fretboard.

B
Bend the Note(s) pitch upward by
bending  your  guitar  string  up.
Arch your Thumb over the top of
the neck and push the string up
with your fingertip underneath. 

H Hammer On -  Slam  your  finger
down on a note without picking it

P
Pull Off -  Pull your finger off of a
note  to  another  note  without
picking  it.  The  pulling  motion  off
the top of the string causes it to
vibrate.

~ 
Vibrato  - A  tremulous  effect
produced   by  minute  and  rapid
variations in string pitch.  This can
be  achieved  by  either  “wiggling”
the string up and down really fast,
or side to side.  

X
Mutes,  Rakes  or  Scratches.
This  symbol  changes  meanings
depending on Tab Author.
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Common Internet Tab Symbols Continued

R or RB
Release  Bend.  Bend  the  string
back to normal pitch.

V Pick or Strum Upward (Up Stroke)
with  guitar  Pick.  This  symbol  can
change meanings depending on the
Tab Author.

^ Pick  or  Strum  Downward  (Down
Stroke)  with  the  guitar  pick.
Warning! This symbol can change
meanings depending on the Tab
Author. It  is  mostly  used for  this
meaning.

(5) (Ghost Note) Ghost Note. An extension of a note
from  a  previous  measure.   (The
number 5 is just an example)

T Tap or  Tapping.   Hitting  the  fret
note or notes with your Right Hand
Fingers.  

| |          |
|O|          |
| |         O|

| |    OR   O|
|O|          |
| |          |

Repeat  Sign.  Repeat  the
designated measures.  (these are  2
typical examples, you may find tabs
with some slight differences)

Check out: www.GuitarLessonsUniversity.com
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Tuning Your Guitar in Standard Tuning

Musical Alphabet –  A  B  C  D  E  F  G and then starts over
beginning with A again.  These letters represent musical notes played on
an instrument.

Standard Tuning -  is the most widely used tuning.   Most chords are
based in standard tuning.  Standard tuning is tuning your strings from 
string 6 to string 1:  E  A  D  G  B  E.

Hertz – A term used to describe cycles per second.  In this case, 
describing the frequency of each note or pitch in standard tuning.  

  String 1 = Tuned to E note = 329.63 Hz  (Thinnest String)
  String 2 = Tuned to B note = 246.94 Hz 
  String 3 = Tuned to G note = 196.00 Hz 
  String 4 = Tuned to D note = 146.83 Hz 
  String 5 = Tuned to A note = 110.00 Hz 
  String 6 = Tuned to E note = 082.41 Hz  (Thickest String)

Electric Guitar Tuner – Electronic device that assists in tuning the guitar. 

Step by Step Tuning 

Step 1  Plug your guitar cable into the INPUT of the tuner.  If using an
Acoustic  Guitar,  place  the  tuner's  Mic  as  close  to  the  sound-hole  as
possible.

Step 2 (For Electric guitars only) Make sure all volume and tone knobs on
your guitar are turned up to maximum. 

Step 3  Using your pick,  hit  your  top string  (String #6)  medium-hard.
Medium-hard means the string should be full and loud but not buzzing
off the fretboard.   Never obstruct the strings movement while tuning.  

Step 4 While glancing at the tuner screen, count to 5 and then pick the
string again (medium hard).  
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Step by Step Tuning for Electric Guitar (Continued)

Step 5 Adjust the Tuning Pegs until the green light stays lit for
about  2 seconds  or  more  (the  longer  the  light  is  green  the
better).   Now your string is  in tune!  Turning the peg counter-
clockwise  tightens  the  string  to  increase  the  pitch,  while
clockwise loosens the string and decreases the pitch.  

Flat  b  means the string pitch is too low to be the E note.  

Step 6  Make sure you are tuning the correct pitch.  For example,
if tuning string 6 to E, make sure there is no sharp (#) or flat (b) 

symbol next to the letter on the tuner.  

   Digital  Needle  and
Screen:  When the tuner
picks  up  a  sound  from
the  guitar,  it  shows  the
Pitch on the screen and
how close that held Pitch
is  to  the  Musical  Note
your tuning to.

When the needle in pointed in the center and the light above it is
green, your string is tuned to the stated pitch on the left (in the
picture example below, the pitch is 5A).  
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Step by Step Tuning for Electric Guitar (Continued)

FLAT       ( b )

SHARP   ( # )

     Some tuners have a “tuning needle” that leans Flat,  Sharp
or In-Tune (In the Middle).  If the needle jerks inconsistently, you
may be hitting the string too hard, or accidentally hitting more
than one string.

Pay attention to the String Name and Number on all tuner
screens.  The Musical Alphabet is:  A B C D E F G. Therefore, if
your trying to tune an  E string, and your tuner says  D, most of
the time you are too low and the tuner thinks your tuning to a D
note.   If  this  happens,  just  keep  turning  the  Peg  Counter-
clockwise raising the string's pitch up until the tuner says  E.  If
your tuning an  E string and your Tuner says  F, you can assume
that  your  string  is  too  tight,  therefore  loosen  the  string  and
watch the String Name and Number change to the correct string
Name (E).
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Step by Step Tuning for Electric Guitar (Continued)

 If  your  Tuner  has  an
OUTPUT, you can plug your
guitar into the  INPUT,  and
plug another cable into the
OUTPUT and  from  there
into an Amplifier.   This way
you can tune and here your
electric guitar through your
amp at the simultaneously.

Tuner  Output  –  ¼ Inch
(quarter-inch)  jack  output  to
guitar amplifier.  

Mic – (Microphone) for picking
up Acoustic Guitar strings.  The
Guitar  is  not  plugged  into  the
tuner.

Speaker  –  Plays  sounds  and
pitches from the tuner.

Many live performers use floor tuning Pedals that you press with
their foot to turn on and off.  These pedals make it really easy to tune 
quickly in between songs during the performance. 

        (See next page)
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Step by Step Tuning for Electric Guitar (Continued)

Floor Tuner Pedal

            Some tuners have a Speaker, usually to play a
pitch or “click” to a Metronome.  A Metronome is
a  device  used to mark  a  Tempo in  music.  Many
guitar tuners have a metronome built into them.
Practicing  with  a  metronome  ensures  excellent
rhythm and timing in your playing.   
     The  Optimum  Guitar  Audio  Practice  Tracks
provided from www.OptimumGuitarLessons.com use
drum  beats  instead  of  just  the  “click”  from  a
metronome.   Practicing  to  drum  beats  prepares
you to play with a live drummer or percussionist. 

Using a reference pitch and matching a string pitch to it  is  called
Reference Tuning. Please go to:  www.OprimumGuitarLessons.com for
reference notes you can tune your guitar to.  Go to the web player and
double-click  Track  2 (standard tuning).   The track will  go from the  6th

string E to the 1st string E in order playing each string's note.  Adjust your
tuning pegs until you guitar strings match the Reference Notes.

The following method of reference tuning is based off of just
one string: The Low E String (String 6).  
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Tuning Your Guitar by Reference Tuning (Continued)

In Standard Tuning, the 6th string is tuned to the E note (082.41 Hz).
By tuning your 6th string E to a reference note from another source like a
Piano,  Keyboard,  Computer,  Pitch  Pipe,  Tuner  or  any  other  pitch
producing element, you can tune the rest of your guitar strings like this:

Follow these steps using the Tab notation for help  

STEP 1

• Go to www.OptimumGuitarLessons.com and play Standard Tuning
(E A D G B E) track from the web player.  (You can tune all 6 strings
from the Standard Tuning Track, but reference tuning is a method all
guitarists should know how to do).  

• After tuning the 6th String to E using a Reference Note, place your
first finger on the 5th fret (of the 6th string).

• Make sure your finger is on and only on the 6th string allowing the 5th

string below it to play untouched “Open”.  
• The 5th fret of the 6th string is the A note.  The same A note as the

“Open” 5th string.  An Open string refers to a string that is played
(picked) without a finger on any of its frets.  

STEP 2

1E-----------|
2B-----------|
3G-----------|
4D-----------|
5A-------0---|
6E---5-------|

Play the 6th string with a finger on 5th fret, and
then play the 5th string “open”.  
While listening to String 5, does it sound higher
or lower (sharp or flat)  compared to String 6
with your finger on the 5th Fret?
Reach over with your strumming arm and tune
the 5th string to match the 6th string's 5th fret. 
Once they sound exactly alike, your  5th string is
tuned to the A note.
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Tuning Your Guitar by Reference Tuning (continued)

STEP 3

1E-----------|
2B-----------|
3G-----------|
4D-------0---|
5A---5-------|
6E-----------|

Play the 5th string with your finger on 5th fret, and then 
play the 4th string Open. Listen and compare both 
pitches.  Reach over with your right arm and tune the 4th
string (make sure your turning the correct tuning peg) to
match the 5th string's 5th Fret.  Once they sound exactly 
alike, your 4th string is tuned to D.

STEP 4

1E-----------|
2B-----------|
3G-------0---|
4D---5-------|
5A-----------|
6E-----------|

Play the 4th string with your finger on 5th fret, and then
play the  3rd string “open”.  Listen and compare both
pitches.   Tune the  3rd string to  match the  4th string.
Once they sound exactly alike, your 3rd string is tuned to
G.

STEP 5

1E-----------|
2B-------0---|
3G---4-------|
4D-----------|
5A-----------|
6E-----------|

Play the 3rd string with finger on 4th fret, and then play 
the 2nd string open.   Tune the 2nd string to match the 
3rd string. Once they sound exactly alike, your 2nd string 
is tuned to B.

STEP 6

1E-------0---|
2B---5-------|
3G-----------|
4D-----------|
5A-----------|
6E-----------|

Play the  2nd string with finger on  5th fret, and then play
the  1st string open. Tune the  1st string to match the  5th

fret  2nd string.  Once they sound exactly  alike,  your  1st
string is tuned to E.

If your 6th string was tuned precisely, and you listened 
carefully to the other strings while tuning, your guitar should be 
completely in tune.
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Tuning Your Guitar by Ear using 6 Reference Notes

Go  to  www.OptimumGuitarLessons.com.   On  the  first  page,  the
Audio Web Player is on the lower right hand-side of the web page.  Look
for the track Titled “Standard Tuning”.  The track begins by playing the
6th string as an E note.  Play your string so you can listen to both at the
same time.  Adjust your tuning pegs to match your guitar string to the
note being played.  The tuning track will then play strings 5 through 1 in
order.  You can Rewind and Fast Forward the Web Audio Player.

INTRODUCTION TO STANDARD MUSIC NOTATION

The  Staff –  Five  horizontal  lines  with
spaces  in  between.   Musical  notes  are
placed on the Staff Lines and in between
the spaces. 

The G Clef (also called the Treble Clef) –
is placed at the beginning of the Staff, to
tell  the  reader  what  notes  the  Staff
represents. Treble Clef

Bar Lines divides the Staff into Measures.  The Double Bar signifies the
end of the song.  Some musicians use the term Measure, other musicians
like to use the term Bar.
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INTRODUCTION TO STANDARD MUSIC NOTATION (continued)

       The Time Signature is a set of 2 numbers that look like
a fraction placed in front of the Clef.  The Bottom Number
represents  the  Note  used  as  a  beat.   The  Top  number
states how many beats are contained in a Measure.  The
picture on the right is a 4/4 time signature.  This means the
Beat is a Quarter Note (the 4 on the bottom) and there can
only be 4 Quarter notes in a Measure (the 4 on top).  

Notes on the G (Treble) Clef

     The notes on the Lines are 

               E G B D F

Every Good Burger Deserves Fries

The notes in between the Lines
(in the Spaces) are

                    F  A  C  E

“Every Good Burger Deserves Fries, just be careful not 

      to stuff your FACE or your body may end up resembling a     

   Treble Clef! ” 

Why the letters again?  The musical alphabet is  A B C D E F G, and
then beginning again at A.  These letters represent a Pitch or Note.  A guitar
player can tell another guitar player what fret he or she is playing and they will
understand.   If a guitarist tells a Pianist or a Trumpet player what fret they are
playing, the Pianist or Trumpeter will not understand. Music Notation applies
to most Western musical instruments.  The guitarist should know what frets
represent what notes (A B C D E F or G...etc) so they can communicate with
other musicians, and better understand music theory.  
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INTODUCTION TO STANDARD MUSIC NOTATION (continued)

Notes - Written Symbols that represent the Pitch and the Duration of the 
Pitch.  
Beat -  Unit  of  measurement  of  rhythmic  pulse  of  music.   The  beat  is
counted.  For example “1  2  3  4”

Standard Notation (The Symbols)

 Quarter Note

The  Quarter Note, in  4/4 Time Signature,
is played precisely on the beat.  There can
only be 4 Quarter Notes per measure in 4/4
Time Signature.  

Whole Note

The Whole Note, in 4/4 Time Signature,  is
a  constant  musical  pitch  over  4 Quarter
Notes.  (One Whole Note = 4 Quarter Notes
in duration).

Half Note

The Half Note, (½ of a Whole Note) in 4/4
Time  Signature,  has  a  2 Quarter  Note
duration.  (1 Half Note = 2 Quarter Notes in
duration). 

Eighth Note
The Eight Note, played ½ the duration of a
Quarter Note, or one-eighth the duration of
a Whole Note.  
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Standard Notation (The Symbols) (continued)

Important to Remember
• When asked “What note are you playing?”
Your Answer should be one of the letter names (A B C D E F G) or the 
note letter name Sharp (#) or Flat (b).

• When asked “What is the note value?”
Your Answer should be either “Whole Note”, “Half Note”,  “Quarter 
Note” or “Eighth Note”.

The note symbols (called notes) are placed on the staff.  In 4/4 Time
Signature, every measure must contain 4 quarter notes or equivalent.  For
Example, 2 Quarter notes and 1 Half note will fit in a Measure in 4/4 Time
signature  because these  notes  add up to  the  equivalent  of  4 Quarter
notes.

QUESTION: What note is being played above?  Notice the Staff Circles 
that note line.

Answer = The G Clef circles the G note on the Staff.
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The Tab Timing Line
 The Tab Timing Line is located below the notes, telling the reader the 
note value.  If a guitarist is reading Tablature only without any timing line, 
he or she will not know the note values and will have to play by ear. 

Quarter Notes in the Tab Timing Line are counted as:   1   2   3   4   
Half Notes are counted as:                                             1        3
Whole Notes are counted as:                                         1
Eighth Notes are counted as:                                         1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
                                                         OR                         1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +
16th Notes are counted as:                                             1e+a2e+a3e+a4e+a

The + sign in Eighth notes is pronounced “an”
The e for 16th notes is pronounced “e”
The a for 16th notes is pronounced “uh”

Tab Timing Line Exercises

Down Pick is picking your guitar Downward, hitting the top of the string.
Strike the string on top of the string, then glide away so you only hit one
string at a time.

• Play all the notes in Exercise TTL1 with all Down Picks. 
The D underneath the Tab Timing Line = Down Pick.

• Try striking the string on top and then pulling the pick away so only 
one that string plays.

• The four Clicks in the beginning is your Tempo.  
• The  Tempo is counting Quarter Notes “1...2...3...4...”

Exercise TTL1: Quarter Notes

 E------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
 B------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
 G------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
 D------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
 A------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
 E—0---0---0---0---|-0---0---0---0---|-0---0---0---0---|-0---0---0---0--||
    1   2   3   4     1   2   3   4     1   2   3   4     1   2   3   4
    D   D   D   D     D   D   D   D     D   D   D   D     D   D   D   D
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Tab Timing Line Exercises (Continued)

Exercise TTL2: Half Notes

• 1 Half Note = 2 Quarter Notes.  The Note sings over two clicks.
• Play the note on the 1 count and 3 count,

  E------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
  B------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
  G------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
  D------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
  A------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
  E—0-------0-------|-0-------0-------|-0-------0-------|-0-------0------||
     1       3         1       3         1       3         1       3   
     D       D         D       D         D       D         D       D   

Exercise TTL3: Whole Notes

• 1 Whole Note = 4 Quarter Notes.  A Whole Note will begin on the
1 count and sing over all 4 counts.

E------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
B------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
G------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
D------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
A------------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------||
E—0---------------|-0---------------|-0---------------|-0--------------||
   1                 1                 1                 1     
   D                 D                 D                 D

How to play Exercise TTL4

This exercise requires you to Up Pick (U) and Down Pick (D). This is
done  by  turning  your  wrist  upward  and  downward.   On  the  Up  Pick,
swiftly strike and pull away.  Play the numbered counts Down, and the &'s
Up.  8th Notes are played on the beat and or exactly in between the
beat.
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Tab Timing Line Exercises (Continued)

Exercise TTL4: Eighth Notes

E------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------||
B------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------||
G------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------||
D------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------||
A------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------||
E-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0--|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-||
  1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &   1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &    1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &    1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
  D U D U D U D U   D U D U D U D U    D U D U D U D U    D U D U D U D U

Exercise TTL5: Playing 16th Notes

        Brace your arm and use your wrist as if you were erasing something 
off a chalkboard, scribbling really fast on a piece of paper or the sidewalk, 
or scraping something small off the window while holding your guitar pick
properly.  

E---------------------------------|---------------------------------| |
B---------------------------------|---------------------------------|O|
G---------------------------------|---------------------------------| |
D---------------------------------|---------------------------------| |
A---------------------------------|---------------------------------|O|
E-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-|-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-| |
  1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a   1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a 

Summary of Tab Timing Line Counts:

Quarter Notes    1   2   3   4   
Eighth Notes     1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
16th Notes        1e+a2e+a3e+a4e+a (+ = & are the Same)
Half Notes       1       3
Whole Note       1
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The Tab Timing Line/Standard Notation Comparison

The following pages show examples of what the Tab Timing
Line exercises would look like if written in Standard Notation.  As
a  guitarist,  you  should  be  familiar  with  both  types  of  music
notation.

Exercise TTL1 : Quarter Notes
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The Tab Timing Line/Standard Notation Comparison (Continued)

Exercise TTL2 : Half Notes

Exercise TTL3 : Whole Notes
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The Tab Timing Line/Standard Notation Comparison (Continued)

Exercise TTL4 : Eighth Notes

Exercise TTL5 : 16th Notes
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More Advice About 16  th   Notes  

• 16th Notes have 2 Flags
• has 1/16th the duration of a Whole Note
• Feel The Count!  When playing 16th notes, play the 1 2 3 

and 4 beats louder than the rest of the notes.
• Try tapping or clapping on quarter notes (the 1 2 3 and 4) 

and speaking the 16th notes. 

       (1 e + a 2 e + a 3 e + a 4 e + a)
• Clap or Tap on the 1 2 3 and 4.  Count out the count above 

out-loud.
• Play with the audio tracks to get used to 16th notes.

Ledger Lines

Ledger Lines are short lines placed for notes that are 
above or below the staff's musical range. 
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Introduction to Chords and Chord Diagrams
A Guitar Chord is playing two or more notes simultaneously.  In Music

Theory, a “Chord” by definition is three or more pitches heard at the same
time in harmony.  In guitar, there are some chords that only contain two notes.

How to Read Chord Diagrams
A Chord Diagram (or Chord Chart) is an image representation of a 

guitar chord. The Diagram shows how to form the Chord showing what fingers
are used on which Fret or Frets. 

Chord Chart/Diagram EX1   

Looking at  Chord Diagram EX1 at  the top left,  you see the
strings numbered 6 to  1 (6 being the thickest (lowest pitch) string,
and  1 being  the  thinnest  string.   The  vertical  lines  represent  the
strings, and the horizontal lines represent the Fret Bar.
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How to Read Chord Diagrams (Continued)

Chord Chart/Diagram EX2

        Looking at the Diagram at the bottom left, the black circles with
numbers inside them are where you place your fingers to form the chord
(in this case the C Major Chord).  

Chord Chart/Diagram
EX2 The  black  circle  1 means  “place  your

first finger on the  2nd string in the first
fret”.  The black circle  2 means “place
your 2nd finger on the  4th string in the
2nd fret”.   The  black  circle  3 means
“place your 3rd finger on the 5th string in
the  3rd fret”.   The X means “Do not
allow that string to sound or play”.

Reading Barre Chords
       Chord Chart EX3      In Chord Chart Example 3, we have what

is called a “Barre Chord” (sometimes called a
“bar  chord”).   A  Barre  Chord  is  a  guitar
chord where one or more of your fingers is
pressing down two or more strings.  Looking
at Chord Chart EX3 on the left, the gray line
line that attaches the circled 1 in the first fret
is the “barred” part of the chord.  Finger 1 is
pressing down ALL SIX STRINGS.  You do this
by  laying  your  finger  flat  on  the  fretboard.
Your 3rd finger is on the 5th string (3rd fret), 4th

finger 4th string (3rd fret), and finally your 2nd

finger  is  on  the  3rd string  (2nd fret).    (This
chord is called the F Major Chord).
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Introduction to Basic Chord Strum Patterns (Charts)

Exercise Example 1CH: Quarter Note Strum Pattern

• In this exercise, play the C chord counted as Quarter Notes for 4
Measures.

• The D = Down Strum.

C
/  /  /  /  |  /  /  /  /  |  /  /  /  /  |  /  /  /  /  |
1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |
D  D  D  D  |  D  D  D  D  |  D  D  D  D  |  D  D  D  D  |

Exercise Example 2CH: Whole Note Strum Pattern

• In this exercise, play the C chord counted as Whole Notes for 4 
Measures.

• The Chord is played on the 1 count and held throughout the 
entire measure.

• The C Chord is played again on the 1 count in each additional 
measure.

C
/           |  /           |  /           |  /           |
1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |
D           |  D           |  D           |  D           |
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Introduction to Basic Chord Strum Patterns (Continued)

Exercise Example 3CH: Half Note Strum Pattern

• In this exercise, play the C chord as Half Notes for 4 Measures.
• The Chord is strummed (Down strum) on the 1 count and the 3 

count.

C
/     /     |  /     /     |  /     /     |  /     /     |
1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |  1  2  3  4  |
D     D     |  D     D     |  D     D     |  D     D     |

Exercise Example 4CH: Eighth Note Strum Pattern
• In this exercise, play the C chord counted as Eighth Notes for 4 

Measures.
• The D = Down Strum
• The U = Up Strum
• When playing an Up Strum, flick your pick upward using your 

wrist, playing  no more than 3 to 4 strings from the bottom.

C
/ / / / / / / / | / / / / / / / / | / / / / / / / / | / / / / / / / / |
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + |
D U D U D U D U | D U D U D U D U | D U D U D U D U | D U D U D U D U |

Advice on Strumming & Strumming Dynamics

Strumming, the act of brushing a pick, fingers, fingernail, or other
object across multiple strings in a  Down Stroke (Down Strum) (D) and
Up Stroke (Up Strum) (U).  On the Down strum, play all the strings in the
chord.  You only need to hit  3 or  4 strings on the Up Strum because the
other strings should still be audible from the previous down strum. 
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Advice on Strumming & Strumming Dynamics (Continued)

When practicing a strum pattern, try experimenting with dynamics.
Try strumming the chord very very softly  and listen to how it  sounds.
Then strum slightly faster (harder) and listen to the volume increase.  The
slower  strum  distinguishes  the  individual  notes  in  the  chord,  while
strumming  it  faster  makes  it  louder  with  less  distinguishable  notes,
creating a more solid sounding chord.  Be careful with your guitar pick,
especially when strumming really hard.  The tip of your guitar pick should
“glide” on top of your strings.   Do not place your pick deep inside the
strings while strumming.  This will ensure a clean sounding chord without
any snapping of the pick against the strings.  

Basic Chord Strum Patterns In Tablature (Tab) Format
The following four examples show how chords look like in Standard

Music Notation with the Guitar Tab underneath.  In Standard Notation,
the notes are “stacked” directly on top of each other.  When notes are
stacked, they are all played simultaneously.  If you are using a guitar pick,
play the stacked notes by strumming them.  Even though reading chord
strum patterns is  simpler,  most tablature notation found in books and
magazines  are  in  Standard  Notation  with  the  Tab  underneath.   (See
below)

Exercise Example 1CH: Quarter Note Strum Pattern
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Basic Chord Strum Patterns In Tab Format (Continued)

Exercise Example 2CH: Whole Note Strum Pattern

(C major chord, played on the One count for 4 measures)

Exercise Example 2CH plays  C Major Chord as  Whole Notes.
The Chord on the tab lines below match the Whole Notes above.
A guitarist who knows how to read music notation does not need
a Tab Timing Line.  

Exercise Example 3CH: Half Note Strum Pattern

Exercise Example 3CH plays Half Notes.  The  Half Note has a
Stem, the Whole Note does not. 
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Basic Chord Strum Patterns In Tab Format (Continued)

Exercise Example 4CH: Eighth Note Strum Pattern

Basic Chords to Learn and Memorize
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Basic Chords to Learn and Memorize (Continued)
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Chord Playing Technique
E Major Chord Example

            6  5  4  3  2  1

To  play  a  chord  properly,  have  your  finger-joints  curved
inward so your  fingertips are on the designated string and fret
only.  Your fingers should not be touching or leaning against any
other string.  This way you can hear the full sound of the chord
without any notes being dampened out.  To make sure all your
notes are correct, pick each string loudly and listen.  If you hear
any clicks,  scratches,  buzzing or fast  dying notes, then one or
more  of  your  fingers  are  touching  a  string  they  should  not  be
touching.  Remember to keep your thumb pointing upwards, and
flat  behind  the  neck  so  the  palm of  your  hand  does  not  lean
against string 1 on the bottom.
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Chord Playing Technique (Continued)

A Major Chord Example

D Major Chord Example
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D Major Chord Example (Continued)

G major Chord Example

When forming the G chord, place your 3rd finger first, then your 2nd 
finger, and lastly your 4th finger.  Once you get your 4th finger in 
place, hold it there and count to 30.
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Ways to dampen strings when strumming chords with intensity

• If  String 6 is “X”ed out, try curling your thumb over the top  
of the neck where it is slightly touching String 6.  This will 
“dampen” String 6 and therefore make it inaudible.

• OR, just practice strumming and avoid hitting the strings that  
are “X”ed out , thus never allowing the string to vibrate.

• If String 6 is “X”ed out only, and there is a finger on String 5,  
slightly lean that finger that is  on string  5 underneath string 
6. This will also “dampen” String 6 making it inaudible.

Introduction to Guitar Scales

           Derived from the Latin word scala (meaning “ladder”), a scale
is defined as a series of related notes (tones) that ascend (go upward
in  pitch)  or  descend  (go  downward  in  pitch)  all  within  a  single
Octave.  An Octave is the 8th note in a series of related notes (the 8th

note in the scale).  The First note in the scale is the  Lower Octave,
and the Eighth note in the scale is the Higher Octave.    Octaves have
the same letter name.

SCALE EXAMPLE 1A

The C Major Scale

E--------------------------|
B--------------------------|
G----------------2--4--5---|
D-------2--3--5------------|
A-3--5---------------------|
E--------------------------|

   C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C 
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Introduction to Guitar Scales (continued)

In the  C  major scale, you have  8 Notes (this is  where the
term Octave comes from).  The first note C on the 3rd fret is the
Root Note of the scale.  The last note in the scale (ascending) is
another C note on the 5th fret of the G string.  The C note on the
5th string is the Octave.  When playing this scale, begin with your
2nd finger in the 3rd fret on the A string.  Doing this will allow you
to play the scale faster using the One Finger Per Fret Rule.  

SCALE EXAMPLE 1B

The Chromatic Scale 
Starting with the E note

    E-----------------------------------------|
B-----------------------------------------|
G-----------------------------------------|
D-------------------------------0--1--2---|
A----------------0--1--2--3--4------------|
E-0--1--2--3--4---------------------------|
  E  F  F# G  G# A  A# B  C  C# D  D#

            Gb    Ab    Bb       Db    Eb

             # = Sharp          b = Flat
For Example: F# = F Sharp and  Bb = B Flat.  F# is the same
note as Gb, G# = Ab, A# = Bb, C# = Db, and finally D# is the
same note as Eb.  There is no F  b   (F flat) or E# (E Sharp) and  
there is no B# (B sharp) or Cb (C Flat).

    The Chromatic Scale is known as the 12 note scale.
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Whole Steps and Half Steps
A Whole Step is moving upward or downward in pitch by two

notes (two frets).  Therefore, moving from fret  3 to fret  5 in the C
major scale is a Whole Step.  Fret 2 on the D string is the same note
as the 7th fret on the A string, therefore from fret 5 on the A string to
fret 2 on the D string is another Whole Step.  

A Half Step is moving upward or downward in pitch by one note
(one fret).  The C major scale continues from the note E (2nd fret D
string) to the F note (3rd fret D string).  Since fret 2 up to fret 3 is a
one fret movement, it is a Half Step. 

Moving forward in the scale, F to G is a Whole Step, G to A is a
Whole Step (the 7th fret on the D string is the same A note as the 2nd

fret on the G string), A to B is a Whole Step (fret 2 to fret 4 on the G
string), and finally  B to  C is a Half Step (fret  4  to fret 5 on the  G
string).  

Important To Remember

• Whole Step = 2 fret movement (ascending or descending)

• Half Step = 1 fret movement (ascending or descending)

• Moving from E to F is a Half Step (there is no E# or Fb)

• Moving from B to C is a Half Step (there is no B# or Cb)

• The Chromatic Pattern of Notes is: 

A  A#  (Bb)  B  C  C#  (Db)  D  D#  (Eb)  E  F  F#  (Gb)  G  G#  (Ab)
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Guitar Scale Exercises

GSE1: C major scale ascending and descending.

• The  blue numbers on top of  the tab lines  tell  you which
fingers to use for the fret number below it.

• For instance, the blue 2 on top of the tab lines above the red
3 tells you to place your  2nd finger in the  3rd fret on the A
string.

• Next, the blue  4 tells you to place your  4th finger in the  5th

fret on the A string and so on.

• Only  have  one  finger  on  the  fretboard  at  a  time  for  this
exercise.

• The audio track for exercise GSE1 plays the following scale
up and down 4 times in a row.

• Playing scales over and over again is the key to playing fast.  

    2  4  1  2  4  1  3  4     4  3  1  4  2  1  4  2 
E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
B--------------------------|-------------------------|O|
G----------------2--4--5---|-5--4--2-----------------| |
D-------2--3--5------------|----------5--3--2--------| |
A-3--5---------------------|-------------------5--3--|O|
E--------------------------|-------------------------| |

   1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +     1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +
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Guitar Scale Exercises (Continued)

The A Minor Scale

GSE2: A minor scale ascending and descending.

• The audio track for exercise GSE2 plays the following 
4 times in a row.

                           (Finger Numbers for the Fretting Hand)

       2  3     2  3     2     2     3  2    3   2  
  E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
  B--------------------------|-------------------------|O|
  G-------------------0--2---|-2--0--------------------| |
  D----------0--2--3---------|-------3--2--0-----------| |
  A-0--2--3------------------|----------------3--2--0--|O|
  E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
    1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +     1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +

The A Minor Scale (5  th   Fret)  

    2  3     2  3     2     2     3  2    3   2  
  E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
  B--------------------------|-------------------------|O|
  G--------------------------|-------------------------| |
  D-------------------5--7---|-7--5--------------------| |
  A----------5--7--8---------|-------8--7--5-----------|O|
  E-5--7--8------------------|----------------8--7--5--| |
    1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +     1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +

The Audio Practice File for the A minor Scale is: GSE2_Am
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Guitar Scale Exercises (Continued)

The G Major Scale

GSE3: G Major scale ascending and descending.

• Only have one finger on the fretboard at a time.  

• The audio track for exercise GSE3 plays the following 
scale 4 times in a row.

• Start with your 2nd finger. 

       2  4  1  2  4  1  3  4     4  3  1  4  2  1  4  2 
     E-------------------------|------------------------| |
     B-------------------------|------------------------|O|
     G-------------------------|------------------------| |
     D----------------2--4--5--|-5--4--2----------------| |
     A-------2--3--5-----------|----------5--3--2-------|O|
     E-3—5--------------------|--------------------5--3| |
       1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +     1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +

Whole-step   Whole   Half   Whole   Whole   Whole   Half

• Replay the C major scale, and then replay the G major scale.
• Notice both scales follow the Whole/Half Step pattern 

above.
• All Major scales follow this pattern, beginning with the Root 

Note.
• The Root Note is the name of the scale and the first note in 

the scale.  
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Guitar Scale Exercises (Continued)

The D Minor Scale

GSE4: D minor scale ascending and descending.

• The audio track for exercise GSE4 plays the following 4 
times in a row.

     2  3     2  3  1  3     3  1  3  2     3  2
E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
B-------------------1--3---|-3--1--------------------|O|
G----------0--2--3---------|-------3--2--0-----------| |
D-0—2--3------------------|----------------3--2--0--| |
A--------------------------|-------------------------|O|
E--------------------------|-------------------------| |
  1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +     1  +  2  +  3  +  4  +

  Whole-step  Half  Whole  Whole  Half  Whole   Whole

• Replay the A minor scale, and then replay the D minor scale.
• Notice both scales follow the Whole/Half Step pattern 

above.
• All Major scales follow this pattern, beginning with the scales

Root Note.

  Major Scale Pattern = W   W   H   W   W   W   H

  Minor Scale Pattern = W   H   W   W   H   W   W 
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Guitar Scale Exercises in Standard Notation with Tab

GSE1: C major scale ascending and descending.

GSE2: A minor scale ascending and descending.

The A Minor Scale (5  th   Fret)  
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Guitar Scale Exercises in Standard Notation with Tab (Continued)

GSE3: G Major scale ascending and descending.

GSE4: D minor scale ascending and descending.

Top Five Reasons To Learn Guitar Scales

1. Finger Skill, Left and Right Hand Coordination
2. Speed, ability to play fast
3. Learn important Note Patterns for Soloing
4. Understanding Music Theory for Songwriting
5. Helps Your Creativity.
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NOTES ON THE FRETBOARD
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Advice on Changing Guitar Strings
–     First, take the old string completely off.  Make sure the string is
          loose before cutting it.

– Use a String Winder. 

– Be careful when poking the guitar string through the holes, the 
smaller strings can puncture your skin like a needle.  (Believe  
me, this can hurt and I am speaking from experience.  My poor 
thumb!)

– Leave about 2 inches of slack above the fretboard before you 
begin winding your string.

– When winding the peg, loop the string under itself one time so it
catches and stays secure on the peg.

–      You cannot re-use a used guitar string.  

–      Never vacuum up a guitar string.  Your vacuum will need 
serious repair.

– New strings will sound clearer brighter, but will fall out of tune 
faster.  

Find out what strings you have on your guitar

• Brand Name of the Strings

• String Gauge (the numbers like 09 or .09)  These are the 
string thickness. The greater the numbers, the thicker or 
“heavier” the strings become.

• Keep this information in your guitar case
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EXAMPLE OF STRING GAUGES

1E-String 1 Gauge = 10
2B-String 1 Gauge = 13
3G-String 1 Gauge = 17
4D-String 1 Gauge = 26
5A-String 1 Gauge = 36
6E-String 1 Gauge = 46

      A string Winder connects to your
tuning peg and allows you to wind the
strings  much  faster  than  turning  it
with your hand.  Try and find a good
one with a string cutter attached to it.
Its  extremely  convenient,  especially
when you star playing live shows. 

Maintenance Tips
• Dust your guitar with a dry soft small towel, do not use

paper towels or toilet paper.  
• Do not clean your guitar with chemicals unless 

absolutely necessary.
• Have a guitar tech or repair person take stickers off 

your guitar.
• Have your guitar “Set-up” by a repair person once 
every year to two years.
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     A Guitar  Stand  holds  your
guitar  safely  until  you  decide  to
play  again.  Please  use  a  guitar
stand  instead  of  leaning  your
guitar  against  walls  or  other
furniture  that  can  damage  it  or
cause it to slip and get damaged.
The best place for your guitar, if
your  not  playing  it  for  long
periods of time is in its case.  
Take care of your Guitar, it is not
indestructible.  
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Final Thoughts

Guitar is a very difficult instrument to master.  The most
important thing to remember is to never give up.  If you cannot
achieve a perfect G major chord the first time playing it, keep
trying  and  keep  practicing.   Eventually  you  will  get  it  and
perfect it.  A good guitar teacher should know many different
approaches and ways of helping you with any problems you
may experience while learning.

Questions?  Comments?   Email me at:

daguitar@outlook.com  

Want More Information?

Link to Video Lessons

www.  AbiUniversal.com   

GLU on FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/GuitarLessonsUniversity 
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